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A distributed version control 
system originally authored by 
Linus Torvalds in 2005.

What Git does:

What Git is:

It tracks changes in computer 
files.

What Git is 
usually used 
for:

Coordinating work among 
people working collaboratively 
on a project.

What GitHub is: An Internet hosting service for 
software development and version 
control using Git. Created in 2008, 
it has been a subsidiary of Microsoft 
since 2018. 
Other options: GitLab, Gitea.



Branches

A characteristic feature of Git is the existence 
of branches.

Branches allow for distributed and parallel 
workflows, that can later be merged back to 
the main workflow of the project:



Concretely, projects administered via Git are 
stored in a repository that can be cloned by 
anyone who wants to use it.

The chosen 
branch

The repository for our seminar



You can create repositories on your GitHub account, 
and manage them using GitHub Desktop:

Download it at desktop.github.com !



Learn the basics of Git and create a short 
personal presentation file in Markdown 
format in the repository that will be 
created for you. 

Assignment #1 (due on 15.05.2023)

Team up and go to the Zulip channel 
to get the link for the assignment.

Follow the step-by-step from this file.



Step 1

Click on the link 
and login to GitHub 
Classroom using 
your GitHub account.

You will need to enter 
the name of your 
team! Please use 
something that I can 
easily link to you :-)

Example: Flo-Teammate.



This is what you should see next:





Hold on...



Click 
here

You can ignore this.

Use this address later to 
go back to your repository. 
My advice: copy-paste it 
somewhere!



Step 2

Add a bookmark for the webpage you are at 
and start exploring your repository. 

Next, open Codespaces, modify the README.md 
file and then save it (see instructions below).

Finally, create a personal-presentation.md file 
and write something in it!

You will need to protect your branch
(See instructions below).



Protect your (main) branch



Before

After



Scroll to the 
bottom and click 
on "Create".

It's 
done!



Start reading the README.md file

Table of contents

Link at the 
bottom of the 
README file.



Click on “Code”, then on “Codespaces”, and 
finally on “Create codespace on main”

Modifying the README file



A Visual Studio Code workspace will open in 
your browser:



There, you will be able to open the README file, 
modify it and save it to your repository. Try it!

Open the file

Write something in it

Git tells you 
that changes 
have been 
made



Saving your changes and updating your repository

Click here

Then here to “stage” your 
changes (= tell Git you 
will update these files)



You must add a message (saying 
briefly what changes you have made)

Then click 
on “Commit”

Finally, you can 
sync your 
changes and 
update your repo 
(you will get a 
warning message; 
see next page of 
this file)



Yes, it's ok!

No need



Creating a personal presentation file

Click here and 
create a file 
called personal-
presentation.md 
then write 
something in it



Save the file to your repo 
(same procedure as for 
the README file) then go 
back to the repo, you 
should see your 
presentation file there

You can view the  
file within GitHub 
by clicking on it, 
thanks to the fact 
that it is a .md file 
(Markdown)



You can check that your 
repo is private by clicking 
on "Settings" and scrolling 
down to the “Danger Zone”



Go back to your repo and, in the README 
file, learn more about the basics of GIT.

Step 3

Optional: If you feel comfortable, try cloning 
the repository of the seminar (see Page 4 of this 
file) in your personal GitHub account. If you try 
it, I recommend to do it using GitHub Desktop.

You have until 15.05.2023 to complete as much as 
you can of this assignment! If you experience 
some trouble, ask for help in the Zulip channel :-)


